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Peter Chizlett

View data clearly with Tableau’s simple, 
self-service analytics platform, which 
empowers customers to make game-
changing, data-driven decisions

V isualize to monetize with 
Tableau,” is the message 
from Peter Chizlett, Regional 
Vice President of Embedded 
Analytics at Tableau EMEA,  

who is helping organizations transform  
the way they use data.

The post-Covid business landscape will 
see the ‘survival of the data fittest’ with those 
that win both adopting a data transformation 
and harnessing the monetization of that data. 
Tableau is working with organizations to share 
data clearly using its intuitive self-service 
analytics platform which empowers users  
of any skill level to make game-changing  
data-driven decisions, solve problems,  
and leverage insights.

“The race is on. Companies need to evolve 
fast to survive and thrive,” said Chizlett,  
speaking from his home office near London.  
“All organizations, large or small, have data,  
and all of them are doing, or thinking about 
doing something with that data externally. So the 
race is on—it’s a form of digital Darwinism.”

Tens of thousands of organizations around 
the world, such as Charles Schwab, Verizon, 
Schneider Electric, Southwest Airlines,  
and Netflix, rely on Tableau to help them,  
and their customers, see and understand data.

Tableau was founded in 2003 in Mountain 
View, California, and is headquartered in 
Seattle, Washington. In 2019, the company 
was acquired by Salesforce for USD 15.7 billion 
and continues to scale its mission to help its 
customers see and understand data—while 
also focusing on R&D.
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Pete Chizlett has had various 
roles in the technology sector for 

more than 25 years. Embarking on his 
career at Hewlett-Packard, he quickly 
moved from internal to field sales 
roles before starting with the Microsoft 
Services division in 2008. 

Chizlett started leading teams at 
Microsoft in 2012, where he focused 
on Business Application sales and went 
on to lead teams in both Enterprise 
and Commercial segments. In April 
2019, he joined Tableau to lead sales 
teams covering Northern EMEA before 
leading the Embedded Analytics and 
OEM Solutions Business. He lives in 
Binfield with his wife and two children.
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PETER CHIZLETT
TITLE:  REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT  

OF EMBEDDED ANALYTICS, 
TABLEAU EMEA 

LOCATION: UNITED KINGDOM

INDUSTRY: COMPUTER SOFTWARE

2003
Year founded

50,000+
Number of employees globally 

USD 15.7bn
The amount Salesforce  

paid for Tableau 

“Salesforce realized the analytics platform 
could give them the edge in their offerings 
to customers. We’re already starting to see 
the benefits of ownership by Salesforce 
with Einstein Discovery being added to the 
Tableau platform and even more horsepower 
behind innovation and R&D.”

Mission to See and Understand Data
Tableau’s mission is to enable people to see 
and understand data and make decisions 
based on these findings.

“If you think about what came before 
business intelligence tools, it was typically 
rows and columns of numbers, so it was  
hard to identify anomalies or opportunities,” 
said Chizlett, who cites working with  
an airline that was mystified why they  
had an absenteeism problem.

“We worked with the airline who didn’t 
know the problem was with scheduling until 
they put their data into Tableau. It revealed 
that the absenteeism was always on  
a Tuesday because the staff couldn’t  
be rostered again until several days later  
if they’d phoned in sick on the Tuesday. 

PETER CHIZLETT
REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT OF EMBEDDED  
ANALYTICS, TABLEAU EMEA

“ Visualize to 
monetize with 
Tableau”

“This is not something they would find 
in a spreadsheet. They could only see this 
when the data was visualized—through a 
heat map or a graph—so that’s how we help 
organizations. In this case, it helped improve 
employee satisfaction by changing rostering 
policies, and we know employee satisfaction 
drives revenue and customer loyalty—which 
is one of many ways of monetizing data, 
albeit indirectly.”

Another example of monetizing data 
is used by a major online retailer in the UK 
that charges suppliers to access information 
on what items are bestsellers. “This allows 
suppliers to tailor their promotions, pricing, 
and supply to all of their retailers,” said 
Chizlett. “This customer helps external 
organizations find their own insights  
and act upon those.”

Tivian as a Customer And Partner
“At Salesforce and Tableau, our number one 
value is trust. Together, we use our currency 
of trust to earn the privilege of being our 
customers’ guide to success in their strategic 
transformations,” said Chizlett. “We are  
only successful if they are successful.  
When a customer uses our products, 
internally our customer success experts  

Visualize to monetize
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UNDERSTANDING 
  EXPERIENCE DATA

“ At Tivian, we continually try to improve the employee and customer experience, 
and we partner with a lot of large companies like Ipsos, Kantar PwC, and, of 
course, Tableau,” says Austin.

“ Survey data is some of the most complex data, and it is the job of me and my 
team to make it understandable.” Commenting on future plans, Austin says they 
are focused on delving deeper into AI and more text analytics. 
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EXTERNAL BUSINESS 
INTELLIGENCE

Tivian focuses on external business intelligence. 
“We look at our customers and our customers’ 
customers and share those dashboards out to 
them. We look at the ‘Why?’ question. We can 
get this by asking the right people, by doing 
market research. We try to enrich that ‘what’ 
data with the ‘why’ to give us a fuller picture.”

Austin notes that Tivian’s team of experts in 
customer and employee experience data sets 
the company apart from its competitors. “We 
tend to have millions of data points, and we use 
cutting edge AI and text analytics to drive this. 

Intelligent experience management
tivian.com

Tivian - described as “open and creative” by 
partner Tableau - drives solutions with their 
experience data by always asking: Why?

Asking the simple question “Why?” 
helps Tivian enrich data for its global 
partners and improve the customer and 
employee experience.

Tivian is a leader in experience intelligence 
management. The Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)  
company, which has been operating across 35 
countries for more than 20 years, partners with 
Tableau to drive solutions by analysing internal 
and external data.

“Under the hood, Tivian is a Ferrari for uncovering 
business challenges,” says Rob Austin, Director 
of Business Intelligence at Tivian. “We collect 
experience data, analyse and interpret it using 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), and turn it into actionable 
solutions.

“I think of data and business intelligence as a sat 
nav, which helps you make decisions. But when 
you add experience data, it’s like having live traffic 
information,” says Austin. 

EXPERIENCE 
DATA THAT 
DRIVES 
SOLUTIONS

https://www.tivian.com/uk/
https://www.tivian.com/uk/
https://youtu.be/MB1Vq8AeEs8


PETER CHIZLETT
REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT OF EMBEDDED  
ANALYTICS, TABLEAU EMEA

“ All organizations, large or small, have data, 
and all of them are doing, or thinking about 
doing something with that data. So the race 
is on—it’s a form of digital Darwinism”

are brilliant at helping them deploy and 
adopt so they get maximum value. When 
the user is one step away from us, we have 
to truly partner with our customer to ensure 
they are successful and their customers are 
successful too. One company that has been 
a great customer and partner since 2014  
is Tivian, who are very open and creative.

“We’ve recently started working much 
more proactively together as part of our 

Embedded Partnership Program. This entails 
closer insights into the Tableau product 
group for Tivian, but also Tivian feeding back 
to our product group. They’re the ones that 
are closest to our customers. This helps us 
take insights and develop our products  
to meet customer needs. 

“Our Embedded Partner Program also 
means we are agreed on business goals, 
things that Tivian wants to achieve.  
We approach those goals together to see  
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how Tableau and Salesforce can help  
Tivian be successful in their markets.

“We know that by working with Tivian, 
we’re helping an innovative partner in the 
world of analytics. When you consider  
your own product as the gold standard  
in analytics, as we do, that makes for  
a pretty good partnership.”

Competitive Differentiation
Chizlett pointed out that one of the benefits 
of embedding analytics into either B2B 
portals, websites, or software for customers 
or governments is creating competitive 
differentiation.

“As consumers and citizens demand more 
information, competitive differentiation is 
an essential trait. If you think back over the 
last 18 months, the demand for information 
among citizens in uncertain times was really 
high and it was all about being engaged, 
transparent, and delivering value. So, not just 
giving citizens information, it’s about giving 
them insights, by which, they can make 
decisions to make their lives better,” he said. 
“The same applies in business.

“If we look at B2B organizations, it is not 
just about competitive differentiation, 
but you also have to be able to expose or 
share analytics and insights with customers 
because that is what they are looking for  
no more than ever. 

“For Independent Software Vendors (ISV), 
it’s competitive differentiation again.  
You no longer log in to an application  
without expecting to see some insights  
from the application, otherwise, many of 
these applications are just information 
repositories. Unless you get insights out of 
them, they’re sometimes nothing more than 
a good place to file information. In their own 
right, information repositories are helpful, 

“ We know that by working with Tivian, 
we’re helping an innovative partner 
in the world of analytics. When you 
consider your own product as the gold 
standard in analytics, as we do, that 
makes you a pretty good partnership”

 
PETER CHIZLETT
REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT OF EMBEDDED  
ANALYTICS, TABLEAU EMEA
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The platform allows data scientists, analysts, 
and business users across an organization to 
create powerful predictive models without 
needing to write algorithms. It is a no-code 
environment that empowers anyone to quickly 
and confidently make decisions guided by 
ethical, transparent AI in Tableau.

It allows users to bring tomorrow into 
today’s decisions with just a few clicks by 
embedding custom predictions anywhere 
people can view or use Tableau. Einstein 
Discovery insights are integrated into your 
Tableau workflow, to ensure it does not 
disrupt analysis.

Future Forecast 
Chizlett said the future of embedded 
analytics is looking strong, with a compound 
annual growth rate of 14% up until 2027.  

but delivering insights from that information 
can be transformative for their customers.” 

 
What is Einstein Discovery?
Powered by machine learning (ML), 
Einstein Discovery delivers predictions and 
recommendations within Tableau workflows 
for smarter decision-making. 

“Einstein Discovery is incredibly intuitive 
and it’s helping Tableau deliver analytics to 
everybody. So analytics as part of this mission 
will be ubiquitous. It also means that from 
an embedded standpoint, our customer’s 
customers can ask questions about the data.”

PETER CHIZLETT
REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT OF EMBEDDED  
ANALYTICS, TABLEAU EMEA
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TIMELINE OF TABLEAU SOFTWARE

Tableau was founded by Chris Stolte,  
Pat Hanrahan, and Christian Chabot when 
the Department of US Defense approached 
the Department of Computer Science  
at Stanford University for a project to look  
at people’s ability to analyze data. 

According to Peter Chizlett, Regional  
Vice President of Embedded Analytics ,  
for Tableau EMEA, Stolte searched the 
market for tools, but was disappointed.  
“The rest, as they say, is history… Tableau,  
and VizQL, the underlying engine that  
drives the platform, was born. 

“Over the next 10 years, Stolte, Chabot, 
and Hanrahan built out a multimillion dollar 
business, which IPO’d in 2013. The reason 
it was so successful is because there was 
nothing else really out there that was so 

user-friendly, and Tableau has always been 
innovating to meet the evolving needs of 
their users.”

In 2019, Tableau was acquired by 
Salesforce for USD 15.7 billion, which has 
allowed for more R&D and potential  
for growth.

Marc Benioff, Chairman and co-CEO, 
Salesforce said: "We are bringing together 
the world’s No. 1 CRM with the No. 1 
analytics platform. 

“Tableau helps people see and 
understand data, and Salesforce helps 
people engage and understand customers. 
It’s truly the best of both worlds for our 
customers—bringing together two critical 
platforms that every customer needs to 
understand their world.”

“ Salesforce realized 
that the analytics 
platform could give 
them the edge in 
their engagement 
with customers. 
We’re already starting 
to see the benefits 
of ownership by 
Salesforce with the 
Einstein Discovery 
being added to the 
Tableau platform and 
more focus on R&D”
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“In uncertain times, people, citizens, 
customers, and businesses are looking for 
data more and more to give them certainty. 
The pandemic has meant that many 
organizations have accelerated their digital 
transformation, but this also means there  
has to be a data transformation.

“Every single customer has data and 
that data is growing. Monetizing that data 
doesn’t necessarily have to be building new 
products, but it can be giving yourselves 
competitive differentiation or business 
advantage through leveraging that data.

“I think solving problems and curiosity 
is human nature. We have more than  

a million members in the Tableau community 
who are passionate about seeing and 
understanding data. If you ask a question  
of the community around Tableau, you’ll get  
the answer. I wouldn’t say it’s an Olympic 
sport yet, but watch out…” 

Discover more with Tableau Whitepapers:

Power of Data Analytics in Fintech Solutions
 
The Value of Data Monetization

“ At Salesforce and Tableau, our number one 
value is trust. Together, we use our currency 
of trust to earn the privilege of being our 
customers’ guide to success in their strategic 
transformations. We are only successful if they 
are successful”
PETER CHIZLETT
REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT OF EMBEDDED ANALYTICS, 
TABLEAU EMEA
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